
Aviation in Canada” proceeds. The Pioneer
Decades, The Formative Years and

Evolution of an Air Force are in flight, now I’m
bashing away on the next in the series – The
RCAF Overseas 1939-45. This covers Canadians
on bomber and coastal operations and includes
much new material. You'll soon be hearing more
– watch for “39-45” this summer. Meanwhile,
here is CANAV’s Summer 2011 list. Check the
new titles, but be sure to review the “golden
oldies”. Don’t miss the special prices on
CANAV's classics – no excuse this time for
passing up on such gems as Air Transport in
Canada at a $60 discount, Canadair Sabre,
Canada’s Air Forces on Exchange, Fighter
Squadron, etc. Pick up several of these “hi-tech”
compact and portable items – no wires, no
memory cards, no batteries, nothing to be
switched on. They never crash on you or leave
you having a nervous breakdown, crying for tech
support. You need a house full of these amazing
“knowledge devices” –  a.k.a. books! Also, don’t
miss CANAV’s free book offer (p.4). This fine
book selection ought to conjure great ideas, if
you’re gift shopping for aviation-minded friends,
employees, customers, suppliers. Any keen young
person will be inspired by Pioneer Decades and
what’s to stop anyone from donating a good
Canadian book to the public or school library?

Good reading to one and all ... 
Larry Milberry, publisher

CANAV’S famous titles…
■■■■ Aviation in Canada: Evolution of an Air
Force Milberry. If you have Pioneer Decades &
Formative Years, you’ll be in line for ACEAF.
Thorough coverage of post-WWI days. The RCAF
struggles to establish a raison d'être & succeeds
in spite of Depression-era cuts. It blossoms with
WWII, training more than 100,000 aircrew,
protects convoys from U-boats, guards the West
Coast against Japanese threats, etc. The depth of
coverage will amaze any serious reader. Is this
book any good? Well, George Sweanor of Arizona
thinks so. The famous “Scribe” of 971 RCAF Air
Marshal Slemon Wing, Air Force Association of
Canada, George writes: “It is a big book, but it is
amazing how much Larry has squeezed into it...
Go buy your own copy. You will not regret it.”

Writes Combat Aircraft, “... great photos with
comprehensive and readable text”. 336 pages,
800 photos, hardcover, large format, photos,
glossary, bibliography, index.  $55.00 A

■■■■ Aviation in Canada: The Formative Years
Milberry. The birth of commercial aviation in
Canada. Barnstorming and bush flying, then on 
to modern developments with Canada’s first
airlines, air mail, the great trans-Atlantic flights,
drama in bush & tundra. ACFY covers all this as
never before, highlighting it with 450 glorious
photos, many not previously seen. Writes Bob
Merrick in COPA Flight: “... a formidable 
addition to our ... knowledge of how important
aviation has been to Canada's development 
... a first-rate, exciting chronicle.” Says Britain’s
Aircraft Magazine, “Authoritative – Larry
Milberry is your guarantee here – readable,
well-produced”. 208 pages, hc, lf, gloss, 
biblio, index.  $50.00 A

■■■■ Aviation in Canada: The Pioneer Decades
Milberry. From ballooning in the 1840s to the 
Silver Dart in 1909. The first great air meets,
Canada in WWI with all the death and glory of 
air combat, the birth of Canada’s modern aviation
industry, postwar denouement, etc. “Welcomed
and treasured” is how Aviation News summarizes
this one. “A treasure for anyone with an interest
in Canada’s wonderful heritage in the air,” says
Air Force Magazine. Pierre Gillard comments in
Magazine Plain Vol: “… cet ouvrage devrait
devenir une réfèrence incontournable et, par le
fait même, se trouver dans toutes bibliothèque
d’amateur d’aviation qui se respecte.” David
Baker in Aviation News comments: “The ... story
is well written and easy to follow, logically
connecting the images with the text – not
always the case with history books ... a story
that is both inspiring and worthy … to be
welcomed and treasured.” Vast text + 300 b/w 
& colour photos. 176 pp, hc, lf, photos, gloss, 
biblio index. $50.00 A

■■■■ Canada’s Air Forces on Exchange Milberry. 
A book that any aviation reader will treasure.
Canadian airmen on peacetime duty with foreign
air arms. From Barker, VC, in Iraq in 1925 to
RCAF airmen on such interwar types as the
Singapore & Gauntlet to a vast array of post-WWII
UK exchanges on everything from the Meteor,
Lightning, Shackleton & Comet. In the US, on the
WB-50, EB-57, F-106, C-97 & C-17. Other
exchanges from Australia to Germany, Norway &
Venezuela. You’ll be astounded at the adventures,
everything from ditching in a Hastings to ejecting
from an F-105 and a Canberra! Writes Bob Merrick
in COPA Flight: “Truly an enlightening book ...

Those pondering the ideal Christmas gift for
your local Fireside Aviator need look no
farther.” 320 pp, hc, lf, 400 b/w & colour photos,
lists, gloss, biblio, index. $50.00  $30.00 A

■■■■ Sixty Years: The RCAF and 
CF Air Command 1924-1984 Milberry. 
Still the best single-source RCAF/CF book – 
a mini-CAFWP! More than 22,000 RCAF veterans
& fans have a copy and now just a few new copies
are left! Where every reader starts for RCAF
history. Early days, interwar, WWII, postwar to
modern. 800+ photos, 95 colour profiles. Notes
Aircraft Illustrated: “one of those all-too rare
aviation books ... a delight to read and a joy to
possess and to treasure... superbly produced
and printed and is likely to become a classic
collectors’ item ... a masterpiece.” 480 pp, lf, hc,
app’x, biblio, chron, index. $60.00  $30.00 A

■■■■ Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace, Vol. 1
Milberry. No dedicated RCAF veteran will miss this
series. In September 2000 Britain’s prestigious
Scale Aviation Modeller International selected 
Vol.1 as its “Book of the Month”: “Well, what 
can we say! This is a book that truly deserves
the ‘must have’ title... one that all RCAF and
Canadian aviation fans will want...” Writes
Airforce: “...the most comprehensive history of
Canada’s air force ever produced.” In Canadian
Flight says “the grand-daddy of all Christmas
presents for air force vets ... a superb work 
to delight all RCAF or CF veterans.” Begins in
1914 with the ridiculous Canadian Av’n Corps,
moves to Canada’s part in the UK’s WWI air
services. Ch.1 has more than 30,000 words/80
photos: fighters, bombers, coastal patrol, training.
Ch.2? Interwar years. CAF/RCAF from its start in
photography, surveying, fisheries & sovereignty
patrols, treaty flights, training. The RCAF grows
more military. Dozens of photos from HS-2L to
Atlas, Hurricane. Ch.3? Home front 1939-45.
42,000 words+230 photos. BCATP, home defence,
domestic transport, industry  (Tiger Moth,
Lancaster, etc.). Day Fighters 1939-45 - No.1 Sqn
in the Battle of Britain, D-Day, the march through
Europe, Far East, etc. Hurricanes, Spitfires,
Typhoons, etc. All theatres in this 44,000-word,
250-photo extravaganza. Vol.1 296 pp, 700 photos,
200,000 words, 9x12 lf, hc, glos, biblio, index. 
A bargain at $69.50  Spec. $35.00 A

■■■■ Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace, 
Vol. 2 Completes 39-45. Ch.1&2: night fighters,
intruders, medium bombers. Canadians on
Defiants, Beaufighters, Mosquitos. Ch.3 – Bomber
Command, Canadians on RAF sqns, then the 
first RCAF sqns on Hampdens & Wellingtons.
With some 70,000 words, Ch.3 says much of the
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bombing campaign. If CAFWP has 
a brutal chapter, this is it – some
10,000 young Canadians die on
bombers. Chief sources are official 
6 Group records & diaries, logs &
albums of the men who were there.
Ch.4 – Coastal Command on
Liberators, etc. 60,000 words.
Special coverage of 422 & 423 Sqns
(Sunderlands). Ch.5: transport 
with more of the Norseman, Dakota,
Fortress, etc. War art + awards &
decorations complete Vol.2: 256 pp,
600 photos, 180,000 words, 
9x12 lf, hc, glos, biblio, index. 
$69.50  $35.00 A

■■■■ Canada’s Air Force at War 
and Peace, Vol. 3 First book
dedicated to the postwar RCAF. 
Just spectacular coverage!
Beginning with late 1945 you’ll see
how Canada disposes of 1000s of
aircraft. Next? The build-up to Korea
& the Cold War with Vampires,
Sabres, CF-100s; North Stars, 
C-119s; Lancasters, Neptunes,
Argus; Harvards, T-33s. An R&D
chapter & in-depth CF-105 coverage.
100s of fresh colour photos from the
1950s-70s. Dozens of personal
reminiscences. Says Air Pictorial:
“Milberry has excelled in this
volume by combining riveting
personal experiences from air &
ground crews with an unrivalled
selection of illustrations... rarely
does a book so handsomely
exceed the most sanguine
expectations as does this
outstanding publication.” Adds
reader Bernie Pregler: “I started
reading Vol.3 and was reminded 
of W.B. Yeats poem – ‘When you
are old and gray and nodding by
the fire, take down this book and
read, and dream...’” 520 pp, 1500+
photos, 250,000 words, 9x12 lf, hc,
glos, biblio, index. $85.00 $45.00 A

■■■■ Power: The Pratt & Whitney
Canada Story A spectacular CANAV
classic. From “round engine” bush
flying years to the PT6 & PW100 in
the Dash 8, ATR, etc. Photos galore
of all the aircraft, etc. Airlines
remarks, “An attractive example 
of how to make a company history
come alive.” CAHS: “If you have
enjoyed previous books published
by CANAV, you will treasure this
one.” Many years after Power
appeared, this gorgeous book still
draws a glance or two. In 2010
Pierre Gillard, one of Quebec’s
leading aviation aficionados, noted
(to the publisher’s delight): 
“Même si le livre est déjà assez
ancien, il n’en demeure pas 
moins un indispensable.”
Wow ... how’s that for a gold star!
320 pp, hc, app’x, index. $40.00
$20.00 – this is not a typo!

■■■■ De Havilland in Canada
The history source for this air industry
icon. From Moth to Mosquito, Beaver,
Dash 8, “Global”, etc. Completes
CANAV’s trilogy: DHC, Canadair,
P&WC – an accomplishment unique
in Canadian publishing (try to collect
all 3 – Canadair is out of print, but
used copies are on the web)). Says
Propliner: “The amazing selection

of colour and black and white
photographs is stunning. If only
someone here in England could
match your quality and depth of
research. There were so many
interesting aircraft manufacturers
in England, but none has ever
received the equivalent of the
CANAV treatment.” 392pp, lf, hc,
glos, app’x, biblio, index, 900+
photos. $45.00  $25.00 A

■■■■ Wilf White Propliner Collection
Milberry. If you follow the years of 
the great prop planes, you’ll revel in
this book created from the b/w files 
of a great photographer. Writes
Airways The Global Review of
Commercial Flight: “Milberry’s
treatment of his subject is 
personal and meticulous, the
photo selection is … evocative, 
the captions knowledgeable 
and informative ... thoroughly
enjoyable.” From DC-4, ’6 and ’7
through all the “Connies”, Britannia,
C-97, C-124, Electra, Lancaster,
Tudor, Viscount, etc. this book will
keep you mesmerized. BOAC to 
CPA, Flying Tiger, KLM, Pan Am,
RCAF, TCA, USAF, etc. Wilf’s photos
take you through the UK, Canada 
and US. A gem of a book for any true
believer! 176pp, lf, sc, glos, biblio,
index. $40.00 $20.00 A

■■■■ Leslie Corness Propliner
Collection Milberry. 350 rare b/w 
& colour photos. Begins with boyhood
days in Edmonton. Leslie works 
on the DEW Line where he’s in
“aviation heaven”, then in the UK, 
etc. You’ll be amazed at his DEW
Line Kodachromes – C-46s, C-124s,
DC-3s, DC-4s, Yorks, etc. Other
subjects are the Bristol Freighter,
Beverley, CL-44, DC-7C, Super
Connie, B-17, Lancaster, Mars,
Stranraer, XR6O-1, etc. Notes
Airways: “A photo album with style
and intelligence ... to be savoured.”
160pp, lf, sc, glos, biblio, index.
$40.00 $20.00A

■■■■ The Canadair North Star
Milberry. The world is down to but 
1 North Star. Get the low-down on
this famous plane in a book that is
the model for any aircraft history.
Canada’s first airliner from conception
to demise. Who wouldn’t want to
know! Hundreds of photos, diagrams,
foldouts, app’x, index. Noted Air
Pictorial, “A magnificent book in
every respect.” 252 pp, hc. 
$40.00  $30.00 A

■■■■ Air Transport in Canada
Milberry. Still Canada’s grandest
aviation title. Pioneer days to early
operators, TCA&CPA, Canada’s air
force from Day 1 (incl. 5 WWII
chapters), postwar airlines: EPA,
MCA, Nordair, PWA, Transair, etc.,
DEW Line, SAR, aerial survey,
Canada’s great types from Norseman
to North Star, Q400, helicopter
coverage, gov’t & corp. av’n, today’s
airlines, CF overseas (Somalia, etc.),
Canada’s in space. Largest published
gallery of original Canadian aviation
art. How say the reviewers? “These
volumes are possibly the world’s
most inclusive ever devoted to

aviation history.” (Airways: The
Global Review of Commercial Flight)
The Oshkosh of aviation books.
(Aerographics). “Impressive! The
word is sometimes misapplied to 
a book that is merely interesting,
but for these two volumes, it may
well be an understatement.”
(Montreal Gazette). Says AAHS
reviewer Bob Parmerter: “If I were 
to be stranded on an island and
could chose just one aviation title
to take, this two-volume set would
be it.” 1040 pp, 9x12 in., 53 ch., 2
vols., 5 kg, lf, hc, 800,000 words,
4000 photos, maps, gloss, app’x,
index. $155.00 $95.00A

■■■■ Fighter Squadron: 441
Squadron from Hurricanes to
Hornets Milberry. World class & the
gold standard of sqn books. Begins
with flying in Newfoundland’s finest
winter weather. Army co-op, flying a
Hurricane through a ship’s rigging,
etc. Spitfire ops in the UK, France.
Kills, losses, etc. Postwar on
Vampires, F-86, recce CF-104s, 
nuke & conventional roles to 1986.
The Hornet years – NORAD, “Willy
Tell”, Aviano, etc. This book honours
everyone from the air combat world.
In its review, Combat Aircraft
addresses the topic of what is ideal 
in a squadron history: “They are
intrinsically difficult to write ... 
the overriding need is to get the
right balance... (Fighter Squadron)
has achieved the elusive balance
… Everything about this volume 
has the feeling of authority and
authenticity.” 320 pp, hc lf, 700+
photos, biblio, index. 
$75.00  $30.00 A

■■■■ The Canadair Sabre 
The Canadian-built Sabre with the
RCAF, RAF, USAF, Luftwaffe, etc.
600+ photos, prod’n/accident lists,
maps, index, etc. Noted Air Fan, 
“The aviation literary event of 
the year.” Air International: “there
seems scant prospect of a better
history.” Greece’s aviation monthly
Ptisi: “a real oasis for F-86 fans 
and anyone interested in the
Golden Years of the 1950s-60s.”
372 pp, hc. $40.00  $20.00 A

■■■■ Typhoon and Tempest: 
The Canadian Story Hugh Halliday’s
renowned history. Writes the Calgary
Herald: “A splendid book ... 
pure history but … thoroughly
readable... the book’s backbone 
is made up of those who climbed
into the cockpits to dodge flak 
and telephone wires while taking
out trains and tanks.” 300 photos,
app’x, maps, lists of aircraft, sqns,
casualties, index. 208 pp, hc. 
$37.50  $25.00 A

■■■■ The Bremen Fred Hotson’s
award-winning history of the first 
non-stop E-W airplane crossing of 
the Atlantic. Writes the AAHS, 
“There are many books dealing
with pioneer ocean flying, but 
only a very small number can be
classified as important. This book
belongs in that select group.”
Photos, fold-out map, 3-views. 
224 pp, hc. $22.95   $15.00 B

OTHER GREAT READING

■■■■ Destruction of a Dream Vol.3.
Valiquette. For those who enjoyed
Tragedy of Avro Canada Vol.1
covering the CF-100 & Jetliner to the
Arrow + Vol.2 Supersonic Dreams ...
Vol.3 Seeds of Suspicion adds to this
fine series. Vol.3 focuses on the final
weeks of the Arrow, how it all came
totally apart. Some of the most
amazing photos in any Arrow book.
Highly recommended. 104pp, hc,
photos, dia. each. $22.50 A
(all 3 volumes $62.00 A)

■■■■ Avro Lancaster:The Survivors
White. Gorgeous new prod'n with all
the good gen not just about the Battle
of Britain and CWH Lancasters, but
also others in Canada, UK, Australia,
New Zealand, France and the US.
144pp, lf, sc, packed with photos.
$65.00 A.

■■■■ Boeing B-17 Fortress in RAF
Coastal Stitt. One of those masterly
books that comes along once a year,
maybe! A model for the thoroughly
research, well-presented av’n book.
Solid Canadian content. 248pp, lf, sc,
photos, maps, ill., colour profiles,
index.  $65.00 A.

■■■■ Soldier in the Cockpit
Ron Pottinger tells his story of flying
Typhoons on RAF squadrons from
early times in 1943, through the
Normandy period to his time “in the
bag” as a POW. Many RCAF
compatriots are part of this excellent
piece of history. Well worth the read!
244 pp, sc, photos. $16.95  $10.50 B 

■■■■ Gone to Russia to Fight: The
RAF in South Russia 1918-1920 
Smith. Solid new treatment of this
huge civil war in which Canadian
airmen fought. 220pp, sc, photos,
maps, app’x, index. Nicely
complements Dancing in the Sky and
Pioneer Decades. $27.00 B 

■■■■ Blitz:The Story of December 29,
1940 Gaskin. The Blitz at its most
fearsome – the night the Luftwaffe
tried to raze London. Says the
flapcopy, “Through first hand accounts,
diaries, reminiscences, letters and
newspaper reports ... see and feel
what those on whom the bombs fell
heard saw and felt ... an immersion in
history as it was lived hour by hour ...”
Details of the aircraft facing off that
night – German bombers, RAF night
fighters. 430pp, photos, map, notes,
index. $27.00 B 

■■■■ The Bitter Road to Freedom:
A New History of the Liberation of
Europe Hitchcock. Monumental post-
WWII study of Europe from 1944
onward. Books abound about the
armies and air forces that fought to 
VE-Day. But what of everything 
else happening across the historic
European landscape with millions 
of civilians in the crossfire? Graphic
details of the Allied air war, Europe’s
ruined cities. All the fighting, the
collateral damage. The Soviet
onslaught, the Liberation, rebuilding



Europe, dealing with millions of “DPs”,
etc. 446pp, hc, photos, charts, maps,
notes, biblio, index. sticker price
$32.00, spec. $21.50 B 
(Blitz + Bitter Road $34.50 A)

■■■■ The Last Explorer:Hubert
Wilkins, Hero of the Great Age of
Polar Exploration Nasht. Bio. of one
of the great Arctic, Antarctic explorers.
Pioneering with airplanes on polar trips
incl. Canada & Alaska, his involvement
in air racing, the Levanevsky search,
etc. Amundsen, Balchen, Byrd,
Cheesman, Eilson, Ellsworth, Hollick-
Kenyon, Kingsford-Smith and many
others enter the story, along with the
great aircraft – Fokker, Lockheed, etc.
346pp, hc, photos, map, notes, 
biblio, index. $17.50 B 

■■■■ POW – Behind Canadian 
Barbed Wire Carter. The story of
“alien” and POW camps in Canada.
From the internment of European
Canadians in WWI to POW camps for
Germans across Canada in WWII, a
fascinating piece of history that all will
enjoy. How German POW’s were the
law unto themselves, life & death in
remote work camps, great escapes,
cemeteries, etc. 254pp, sc, photos,
app’x. A special piece of Canadiana!
$22.50 B 

■■■■ Intrepid Warriors:Perspectives
on Canadian Military Leaders Horn.
8 chapters covering iconic 20th Century
Canadian military figures in WWI,
WWII. Land, sea and air., incl.
RFC/RCAF “Black Mike” McEwen,
Raymond Collishaw, Leonard Birchall
“Saviour of Ceylon” & R.W. “Buck”
McNair. 270pp, sc, photos, notes,
index. $39.95  $35.00 B 

■■■■ Enemy at the Gates:The Battle
for Stalingrad Craig. Massive
treatment of  this historic siege of
WWII. How the Germans met final
defeat, how the Russians went
through hell to come out on top.
456pp, photos, biblio, notes, index.
$16.50 B 

■■■■ Moscow 1941:A City and Its
People at War Braithwaite. Another
epic WWII siege researched in
astounding detail, The grand German
push to the edge of the city, then the
ingenious defenses thrown up by the
Russians, air defence included. 398pp,
hc, photos, maps, notes, biblio, index.
$17.50 B (Stalingrad + Moscow
$28.50 A)

■■■■ Fusiliers: Saga of a British
Redcoat Regiment in the American
Revolution Urban. Life & times of a
British fighting unit in the 2nd half of
the 1700s. From Boston to New York
and as far south as Carolina, the
Fusiliers fight to save the colonies for
the king. How the Revolutionary War
led to new British tactics later credited
with the defeat of Napoleon. Ideal for
the War of 1812 reader. 384pp, hc,
maps, notes, biblio, index. $15.00 B 

■■■■ A Bard in Wolfe’s Army
Chapman. Life & times of James
Thompson who fought in Louisburg
(1758), Quebec (1759), etc. Notes
the flapcopy, “In this rich and

colourful memoirs ... we hear the
authentic voice of a Highland veteran
of Wolfe’s army. Enhanced here by
expert editorial notes, Thompson’s
unique ‘oral history’ of the campaigns
that decided the destiny of North
America will undoubtedly appeal 
to specialists and general readers
alike.” 384pp, sc, ill, notes, index. 
$32.40 B 

■■■■ Colossal Cracks: Montgomery’s
21st Army Group in Northwest
Europe 1944 Hart. Detailed
coverage of Monty’s allegedly
“cautious” approach following D-Day.
Much of Canadian Gen. Crerar’s
role. 230pp, sc, photos, maps, 
notes, biblio, index.  $14.50 B 

■■■■ Backwater War:The Allied
Campaign in Italy 1943-45 Hoyt.
Important coverage of this very
important and brutal campaign to
break Hitler’s grip on southern
Europe. Canada’s involvement 
as at Ortona. 246pp, app’x, index.
$14.50 B 

■■■■ A Matter of Honour: The Life,
Campaigns and Generalship of
Isaac Brock Riley. The great Brock
from boyhood, early campaigning in
Holland and Denmark, his capture 
of Detroit in the War of 1812, then
his demise at Queenston Heights.
352pp, sc, ill, maps, notes, biblio,
index. An important new Canadian
book. $22.50 B 

■■■■ Seven Firefights in Vietnam
Cash. Not to be missed by anyone
following this era. 192pp, sc, maps,
gloss, index. Good coverage of air
support in firefights. $12.50 B 

■■■■ Another Place, Another Time
New edition of this well-done 2004
Canadian publication based on
submariner Werner Hirshmann’s
wartime diaries/photos. His career in
U-boats – everything of daily life and
combat/survival. Ironic Canadian
content, since his craft U-190 sinks
HMCS Esquimalt. Hirschmann’s
POW days in Canada and later
citizenship here. Highly
recommended by uboat.net. 256pp,
sc, lf, photos, maps, biblio, index.
$26.50 A

■■■■ A Short History of the United
States Remini. As it says and a
handy volume that should be in
every household for quick reference
for anyone interested in US/Canada
and World affairs. Will help one “to
know whereof he speaks”. 372pp, hc,
photos, maps, biblio, index. $15.00 B

■■■■ A Formidable Hero Soward.
Acclaimed bio. of Lt Robert Hampton
“Hammy” Gray, VC. A book to
treasure. Hammy’s youth in Nelson,
BC, then training in the Fleet Air Arm,
tours on Fulmar & Corsair fighters
from E. Africa to Norway, the South
Pacific. The exhilaration, danger, fun
and misery in the lives of youthful
naval pilots. Stuart’s efforts to win
Hammy long-overdue acclaim – a
memorial is dedicated near the spot 
of Hammy’s final action. 228 pages,
sc, photos, maps, index. $23.50 B

■■■■ Canadian Aircraft of WWII
Vincent.  Outstanding prod’n featuring
19 RCAF WWII types from the
Blackburn Shark to the Bolingbroke,
Delta, Hudson, Kittyhawk, Lysander,
Mustang, Stranraer and Sunderland.
Rich in photos, colour profiles & text.
72pp, biblio, gloss, app’x, index.
$29.95  $25.00 A

■■■■ In Canadian Service series. (a)
CF-104 Starfighter, Canadair CF-5
Freedom Fighter, Boeing CC-137,
Handley Page Halifax Stachiw.
Beautifully-produced monographs 
that you’ll want. Ea. 96-128pp, sc,
photos, colour profiles, stats. 
Each $29.95  $14.50 B 

■■■■ Prairie Wings: RAF 34 Service
Flying Training School Medicine Hat
1941-1944 David Carter’s fine profile of
a BCATP prairie flying school. From
inception to close-out, all the details
from clearing a site to daily Harvard
operations. A microcosmic view of 
the BCATP/ RCAF in WWII. Highly
recommended. 198pp, sc, lf, photos.
$35.00 A

■■■■ 6 Group Bomber Command:
An Operational Record Ward.
Detailed new take on this renowned,
all-Canadian  organization. 6 Group's
establishment, growth and all its
astounding accomplishments (and
losses) over “Happy Valley”, the Battle
of Berlin, etc.. Valuable addition in air
warfare literature. 260pp, app’x, biblio,
photos. $47.95  $42.50 B

■■■■ Battle of Britain:The Hardest Day
18 August 1940 Alfred Price’s
acclaimed title (1988 ed’n). Sqns, a/c
and men on both sides, their plans for
the day and how it all worked out.
Essential reading for the air warfare
bibliophile! 222pp, sc, photos, maps,
app’x, index. $15.95  $10.50 B

■■■■ The Greatest Air Battle: Dieppe,
19th August 1941 Franks. Hour-by-
hour account of 1000s of sorties flown
by both sides over Dieppe. One of the
best WWII air combat histories. Much
RCAF involvement. 256pp, sc, photos,
app’x, biblio, index. $18.95  $15.00 B

■■■■ The Great Escape Paul Brickhill’s
classic coverage of Stalag Luft 3, the
Luftwaffe’s POW camp for RAF, RCAF
& other Allied airmen. You know the
movie, but this is the unadulterated
story! How 600 airmen planned &
achieve a daring breakout. Every detail
– even the execution of 50 escapees.
264pp, sc, photos, index. If you haven’t
yet got this one, latch on to a copy.
$18.95  $12.50 B

■■■■ Camp Borden: Birthplace of the
RCAF Canada’s premier flying station
from 1917, Camp Borden trains 100s
of airmen for WWI. Postwar, this
becomes the first great RCAF station.
All the interwar details, then comes
WWII and Camp Borden again is the
training heart of the RCAF. Post-WWII
era to the present – 16 Wing Borden
remains a vital CanForces base.
202pp, hc, lf, photos, art, biblio, index.
$37.50 A

■■■■ Great Circles: The Keith
Greenaway Story Keith in WWII, then
how he becomes a key postwar figure.

He crews on USAF B-29s on secret
Arctic missions, publishes ground-
breaking works (Arctic Canada from
the Air), wins the 1952 McKee Trophy
& is involved developing aviation’s first
airborne, self-contained “GPS”. He’s on
exchange with SAC, crewing on the 
B-47, B-52 and KC-97 & flies in aerial
exercises practicing for WWIII. Other
key postings follow + an Order of
Canada, etc. 314pp, hc, photos, notes,
index. $30.00 B

■■■■ Janusz Zurakowski Zuk. 
Bio of Canada’s renowned Avro Arrow
test pilot. Boyhood in Poland, Battle 
of Britain, test flying at Gloster, 
on to the Arrow. Should be on your
bookshelf. 310pp, hc, photos, biblio,
index. $34.95  $16.50 B

■■■■ Grumman Mallard: 
The Enduring Classic Hotson &
Rodina. Development of the great
amphibian then 50+ years of
operation. Rich man’s toy to durable
Canadian bush plane. Writes Robert
Vaughn in the St. Croix Avis, 
“The glory, beauty and romance of
the Mallard’s long and valued past
is recalled in this definitive volume.”
Adds Airways, “... a superb record...
a book to treasure.” 184pp, hc, lf,
photos, cutaway, dia., prod’n list, biblio,
index. Reg. $39.95  $35.00 A

■■■■ De Havilland DHC-1 Chipmunk:
The Poor Man’s Spitfire
Hugh Shields et al.  Conception,
design, development, etc. Prod’n in
Canada, overseas. Service in many 
air forces + civil Chipmunks into the
2000s. Prod’n lists, survivors, photos 
& diagrams, index. A gem of a book!
440 pp, hc, lf. $70.00  $65.00 A

■■■■ Through My Eyes: A Hotson
Family Memoir One of the best
memoirs by anyone with a life 
in aviation. At 96, Fred Hotson 
(De Havilland in Canada, The Bremen,
Grumman Mallard, Member of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame) 
has published this ace of an autobio. 
Fred’s busy boyhood & fascination 
for airplanes + wartime flying days –
BCATP, Ferry Command. Postwar in
bush & corporate av’n + at DHC. 
Twin Otter sojourns in Norway &
Afghanistan. 210pp, sc, photos, index.
$24.50 B

■■■■ Spartan: Seven Letters that
Spanned the Globe Avery. 
Anecdotal history of Spartan Air
Services of Ottawa. Aerial surveying
around the world. Much of the Anson,
Sea Hornet, P-38, Mosquito, Ventura,
Lancaster & York + helios. 170 pages,
sc, photos. $24.00 B

■■■■ For the Love of Flying
Metcalfe-Chenail. If you’ve enjoyed
Austin Airways, Grumman Mallard, etc.
then you'll want this top title. 
The evolution of a great company –
Laurentian Air Service from Wacos 
to Norsemans, Beavers, Goose, 
Beech 18 & DC-3. Fishing, hunting 
& air ambulance charters, prospecting
& forestry, surveying the James Bay
development … nothing is missed.
224pp, sc, photos, maps, biblio, index.
$32.95  $30.00 A



■■■■ The Curtiss HS Flying Boats
Molson & Shortt. Pre-history, design,
production, combat & postwar service
of these amazing aircraft – Canada’s
first great bushplanes. Details of
Canada’s museum example. 
Always highly recommended by
CANAV! 156 pp, sc, chron, biblio,
photos, app’x, index. 
$24.95  $23.50 B

■■■■ The Immortal Beaver Rossiter.
Decent history of the world-renowned
DHC-2 Beaver. 186pp, lf, sc, photos,
index. $28.95  $25.00 A

■■■■ Mavericks of the Sky Rosenberg
& Macauley. The pioneer years of the
US air mail. The start of it all in 1918
with D.H.4s, etc. Establishing routes,
the great pilots & the many disasters.
Any serious reader will appreciate this
one – aero philatelic fans, readers of 
The Formative Years, etc. 340pp, hc,
photos, notes, index. $25.95 $14.50 B

■■■■ Dancing in the Sky: The Royal
Flying Corps in Canada Hunt. 
How some 20,000 Canadians train 
as pilots, observers & techs at Camp
Borden, etc. in 1917-18. The impact of
this in the air war “over the trenches”.
Incl. RFC (Canada) exchange with the
US in Texas. Complements Pioneer
Decades, so read both! 352pp, sc,
photos, index. $25.00 B

■■■■ Barker, VC Ralph. Acclaimed
history of Canada’s great WWI fighter
pilot. The research shows this “Air VC”
bio for what it is – A-1. Essential for
any serious fan! 308 pp, sc, photos.
$24.95  $16.50 B

■■■■ Crucible of War: Official History
of the RCAF, Vol. 3 DHist. Essential
for any serious RCAF reader. Vast
coverage of WWII RCAF overseas.
How it all worked, fighters, bombers,
transports, coastal, etc. 1000+ pp,
photos, app’x, index. $50.00 A

■■■■ Canadian Squadrons in Coastal
Command Hendrie. An ace of a 
book. Coastal ops 1939-45. All sqns, 
U-boats, convoy strikes, etc. PBYs,
Blenheims, Sunderlands, Liberators.
Lists U-boat/shipping attacks. 208 pp,
hc, photos, index. A “must have”.
$35.00  $15.00 A

■■■■ The Spitfire Smiths: A Unique
Story of Brothers in Arms
S/L R.I.A. Smith, DFC, and Chris
Shores. The authoritative story of
renowned RCAF brothers who 
fought at Malta. To be enjoyed by all
interested in RCAF heritage. 224pp,
hc, photos, index. $39.95  $35.00 B

■■■■ Line Shoot: Diary of a Fighter
Pilot Art Sager. tells his story of flying
Spitfires. From training in Canada to
UK & Europe ops. Much of sqn life –
the seamy side, sparring with the 109s,
etc. 168pp, pb, photos. $8.00 B

■■■■ Buck McNair, Spitfire Ace Franks.
Bio of one of the RCAF’s great pilots.
Boyhood, training, first combat,
NAfrica, Malta, Europe, postwar.
178pp, sc, photos, app’x, biblio, index.
$19.95  $15.00 B

■■■■ Black Crosses off My Wingtips
Hap Kennedy. Spitfire days in Malta,
Italy, Normandy. From sprog to CO.

One of the best such autobios by one
who did it all! Photos, maps, app’x. 
181 pp, sc. $19.95  $18.00 B

■■■■ Bush to Boardroom Autobio of the
great Duncan McLaren. A life well lived
in aviation ... early years with Canadian
Airways, Hudson’s Bay Co. (Beech
17&18). Norseman & Harvard days,
postwar with QCA, PWA on the DEW
Line, then in the aviation biz leasing
planes. 294pp, sc, photos, index.
$24.95 $18.50 B

■■■■ Bent Props and Blowpots: 
A Pioneer Remembers Northern
Bush Flying Terpening. One of the
last of Canada’s bush aviators circa
1930 tells the story as never before. If
northern aviation is your interest, this
book’s for you! 338 pp, hc, photos,
index. $39.95  $33.50 B

■■■■ The Accidental Airline Spilsbury.
First-hand account of one of Canada’s
major post-WW2 airlines, BC’s Queen
Charlotte Airlines. Stranraer, Canso,
Norseman, DC-3, etc. Kemano, DEW
Line, PWA rivalry, etc. 240 pp, sc,
photos, map, index. $18.95  $17.50 B

■■■■ Carl Burke, MBE: Canadian
Aviation Pioneer MacNutt. Burke’s
bio. from Moth to the founding of MCA.
DC-3s, C-46s, Yorks. DEW Line, the
CF-MCF disaster. On to Nordair with
Super Connies, etc. 204 pp, sc,
photos, maps, fleet list, index. $23.95
$8.50 B

■■■■ Charlie Baker George Frank
Tibbo’s history of the SABENA DC-4
crash near Gander in 1946. He tracked
down survivors, rescuers and others
from this dramatic event (one of the
first helicopter rescues). 200pp, sc,
photos, gloss. $16.95 B

■■■■ Mid-Air Moose Jaw Larry Shaak.
All that led to and followed the collision
of a TCA North Star and RCAF Harvard
in April 1954. Very solid history! 225pp,
sc, photos, biblio, index. $24.50 B

■■■■ Disaster on Mount Slesse: The
Story of Western Canada’s Worst Air
Crash O’Keefe & MacDonald. The
1956 disaster involving a TCA North
Star. 176pp, sc, photos. $21.95  $18.50 
(all 3 North Star books $70.00 A)

■■■■ The DEW Line Years: Voices 
from the Coldest Cold War Dickson.
Personal accounts from many
associated with the DEW Line. 
One of the greatest eras in Canadian
air transport, so don’t miss this one!
214pp, sc, photos, app’x. 
$19.95  $18.50 B

■■■■ The Unknown Navy: Canada’s
World War II Merchant Navy The
great Bob Halford’s tribute to Canada’s
12,000 merchant seamen & their ships.
Daily life for oft-torpedoed sailors. Not
to be missed! 288 pp, sc, photos
$19.95  $12.50 B

■■■■ Thunder in the Morning Calm
Meyers. The RCN in action in Korea,
1950-55. Haida, Nootka, Athabaskan,
etc. Essential reading. 248pp, hc,
photos, app’x, index. $29.95  $15.00 B

■■■■ No Higher Purpose Douglas et al.
Official history Vol.1 of RCN at war
1939-43. Major work and a “must

have” book for the RCN history fan.
664pp, hc, photos, maps, app’x, gloss,
index. $60.00  $27.50 A

■■■■ A Blue Water Navy Douglas et al.
As above Vol.2 650pp. $60.00  $27.50
A (both vols $50.00)

■■■■ HMCS Haida: Battle Ensign
Flying Gough. Thorough history of
Canada’s most renowned destroyer.
WWII, Korea, postwar, present. 252pp,
hc, lf, photos, maps, app’x, index.
$50.00  $18.50 A

■■■■ The Incredible War of 1812
Hitsman. The history of this strange
war, updated by Don Graves. Should
be in every Canadian home where
there’s the remotest interest in history.
432 pp, ill., maps, app’x, biblio. 
$24.95  $22.50 B

■■■■ Bert Hoffmeister at War:The
Soldiers’ General Delaney. Superb bio
of a Canadian WWII general.
Hoffmeister’s career from pre-war
militia days in Vancouver to remarkable
successes in the Italian campaign
1943-44. How the great Hoffmeister
managed, led, directed, inspired. A
magnificent book, essential reading!
298pp, sc, maps, photos, notes, biblio.
$32.95  $29.50 B

■■■■ Fields of Fire: The Canadians in
Normandy Copp. Not to be missed 
by any student of Canada’s efforts 
after D-Day. The expert on this topic,
Copp presents the picture lucidly in
depth & breadth. Writes Dr. Jack
Granatstein: “Copp is a leading
Canadian historian ... His arguments
will stir controversy ...” 346pp, sc,
maps, photos, notes, biblio. 
$35.95  $32.50 B

■■■■ Words of Valediction and
Remembrance: Canadian 
Epitaphs of the Second World War
McGeer. Ace of a book focusing 
on a touching subject. The author
sensitively takes us to the battlefields 
& monuments where Canadians made
their sacrifices. Canadian history-in-
print at its best. Having read this gem, 
you soon will find yourself inspecting
the cemeteries & monuments in your
own area. 312pp, hc, photos, index.
$35.00  $21.50 B

■■■■ Behind the Lines Miller. Inside
story of British, Canadian, US special
ops (SOE) 1939-45. From training
(Camp X incl.) to deployment, often to
the agent’s doom – all topics covered.
286pp, hc, notes, biblio, index. 
$23.95  $15.00 B 

Bargain time ... 
Order $225.00+ and pick a free book (only as listed here): Leslie
Corness, Wilf White, Fighter Squadron, Sixty Years, Canadair
Sabre, DH in Canada, Power, Canada's Air Forces on Exchange.

Order Information
Pay prices in bold type. 
Canada: Enclose your cheque/MO + $10.00 shipping for titles coded “A”,
$8.00 for “B”, then (Canada only) add 5% GST (no PST) 
Two or more books (a good idea): flat rate $15.00. 

PayPal OK – just e-mail larry@canavbooks.com & CANAV will e-mail a
PayPal invoice. 
For US and Overseas: email larry@canavbooks.com to get a postal
rate for your books. Use PayPal or pay with any cheque on any US or
Canadian bank. Sorry … no plastic.)
■■■■ I enclose my payment
■■■■ Have my books by Larry Milberry autographed
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Mail your order to 

CANAV Books
51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Canada M4E 3B6
Tel.: (416) 698-7559, E-mail: larry@canavbooks.com 
Web: canavbooks.com
Blog: www.canavbooks.wordpress.com
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